
Proposal number:
Proposal title:

Proposal strand/s addressed:
Proposal type (session, interactive session, roundtable, virtual):
Criterion 4 3 2 1
Proposal addresses one or more of the symposium strands Rationale is clear AND well-

connected to specified symposium 
strand/s.

Rationale is clear OR well-
connected to specified symposium 
strand/s.

Rationale for inclusion of proposal 
in specified strand/s is indicated, 
but needs to be developed.

Rationale for inclusion of proposal in 
specified strand/s needs to be 
addressed and/or indicated .

Session outcome/s are appropriate and measurable Session outcome/s are outlined and 
proposal provides a strong rationale 
for how they will be achieved and 
are measureable.

Session outcome/s are outlined and 
proposal provides a good rationale 
for how they will be achieved and 
are measurable.

Session outcome(s) and/or rationale 
for how they will be achieved 
and/or measured needs to be 
clarified..

Proposal needs to develop session 
outcome(s) and/or a rationale for 
how they will be achieved and are 
measureable.

Proposed audience is suited for symposium and rationale is logical. Proposal indicates intended 
audience and rationale is strong.

Proposal indicates intended 
audience and rationale.

Proposal indicates intended 
audience but needs a more 
developed rationale.

Proposal needs to indicate an 
intended audience and/or rationale.

The proposal provides a plan to include audience participation (e.g., 
strong proposals demonstrate a universal design for learning 
approach).

Proposal has a description of 
audience interaction with multiple 
opportunities indicated.  

Proposal has a description for 
audience interaction with more 
than one opportunity indicated.

Proposal outline for audience 
interaction should add additional 
opportunities or modalities.  

Proposal needs a plan for audience 
interaction.  

Proposal is clear and free of jargon. Proposal is very clear and jargon 
free.

Proposal is clear OR jargon free. Proposal has some clarity OR some 
jargon.

Proposal needs clarity and to use 
accessible language.

"Interactive Session" only* The proposal interactive facilitation plan is 
comprehensive and demonstrates strong educational development.

The interactive facilitation plan is 
comprehensive and includes 
outcomes and activities.

The interactive facilitation plan is 
indicated but needs specific 
outcomes and activities.

The interactive facilitation plan 
needs specific outcomes, activities 
and a plan to engage participants.

The interactive facilitation plan 
needs to be included.

Final recommendation -- please check ONE.  If you recommend not 
accepting the proposal, please indicate why.
Accept in requested presentation format
Recommend other format for presentation (indicate below)
If the proposal indicated that either a presentation OR a poster was 
fine, which format do you recommend?
Session
Interactive session 



Roundtable 
Poster Session
Virtual Session
Do not accept proposal/why?
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